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I.

Fill in the blank

[ 10x ½ = 5 ]

a. In one day the hour hand goes ___________times around the clock
b. 6Kg 300gm =__________gm
c. The biggest three digit number is_______________
d. 8 added 4 times _____________
e. Odd Number + 3 = ________ Number
f.

42 X 12 = 12 X _________

g. 9000g = _________kg
h. The minute hand moves from 10am to 11am in ________minutes

II.

i.

3 Centuries = ________Years

j.

In one day the minute hand goes __________times around the clock

Do as directed

[ 10x 1= 10 ]

a. Draw the hour hand and minute to show the given time
i.

7:25

ii.

2:55

b. Write the months which has 30days

c. Balance the scale
i.

1kg = _______gm + 200gm

ii. 3kg = 800gm + _______gm
d. Match the following
i.

9+9+9+9

750gm + 250 gm

ii. 10kg

28

iii. 1kg

36

iv. 4 X 7

10000gm

e. Write two ways to get the product

72

f.

Complete the following pattern
i.

2 , 4, 8, 16 ,____,_____

ii. 1A3, 2B4, 3C5,________,_________
III. Solve the following
a. Fill the missing numbers in the wheel

[ 5x 2= 10 ]

b. A design has 6 flowers; a piece of cloth has 16 such designs. How many flowers are
there on the cloth?

c. Solve the following using box multiplication
i. 74 X 23

ii. 68 X 45

d. Choose and write the appropriate weights for weighing the following items from
weights given.
Weights: 2kg, 1kg, 500gm, 250gm, 100gm, 50gm

a.

Tomato : 750gm

b. Rice Bag: 3kg 900gm

